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Roughan Interior Design
Creating “interiors to live by”, interior designer, Christine Sullivan Roughan
has built an international reputation for
infusing each space she creates with her
modern/traditional signature style while
tailoring those interiors to meet the individual needs of each client she works
with.
Based in Greenwich, Connecticut,
Roughan (pronounced Rowan), says
she “helps her clients find their style by
having them complete a RID (Roughan
Interior Design) exercise at the start of
a project which extracts their aesthetic
and design preferences”. Roughan stated,
“that it’s through these initial meetings
that she and her team are able to truly
understand the client’s lifestyle so that
when the space is designed, each room
represents who they are and what is really
important to them. “Good design is all
about functionality,” she added.
The spaces we see here were all part
of full home renovations handled com-

pletely by Roughan and her firm. Carpets
from Patterson, Flynn and Martin have
been used and Oscar De La Renta drapery
fabric from Lee Jofa can be seen gracing
some of the windows. New wall coverings, paint colors, decorative furnishings
and accessories define the spaces infusing them with a sense of casual elegance.
“It’s very important that our clients see
a completed space which includes styling
and accessories,” she said. A rich mix of
textures and finishes fill each space allowing the true personality of each room to
shine through.
Functional and fashionable, these
Roughan interiors take on a life of their
own and enhance the lives of those that
live within them.
ROUGHAN INTERIOR DESIGN
Christine Sullivan Roughan
9 Benedict Place
Greenwich, CT 06830
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